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BACKGROUND
In response to Mr. Paul Chan’s blog 1 on 26 January 2014, Hong
Kong Strategy is pleased to submit proposal for Lantau Development.
This proposal was adapted from the winning proposal from the
“Inter-university Design Competition on Lantau Island Development”
organized by Hong Kong Strategy in 2012.
The planning approach was developed based on the site analysis and
development potential & constraints of Lantau. The key considerations
for Lantau planning include:
Target tourism group
Design concept
Development phases
Site improvement planning
Cost-benefit analysis
Our vision for this project is to craft a new gateway of Hong Kong
through appreciating the interaction between city and nature.
The objectives are:
To develop different modes of tourism which creates new
opportunities for vacation and entertainment industries as well
as conserving the natural landscape;
To create a connected network of attractions through the
establishment of new activity nodes and transport projects;
To attract local and overseas investment through the provision
of development opportunities;
To celebrate the identity and memory of Lantau through
preserving the historical and cultural heritage; and
To address the need of society through providing job
opportunities, quality housing and community facilities for the
increasing population under different social classes in long
term.

1 Mr. Paul Chan’s blog: http://www.devb.gov.hk/en/home/my_blog/index_id_55.html
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LANTAU – The Gateway to City and Nature

Chapter 1 Introduction
Lantau has long been known as a highly recognized destination
for natural landscape and recreational activities. Thanks to its
considerable amount of undeveloped land and the inauguration
of economic infrastructures in the not-too-distant future, Lantau is
genuinely unmatchable by any other parts of Hong Kong in terms of its
development potential. In light of the potential of bridgehead economy,
Lantau is reckoned to be the perfect place for tourism development.
With appropriate and timely planning, Lantau can undoubtedly become
the Dreamland to Vacation and Entertainment, the Window to Hong
Kong Experience, and the Gateway to City and Nature.
The potential of Lantau, being one of the most important assets of
Hong Kong and its people, was further confirmed and recognized by
our government, by being hightlighted in 2014 Policy Address delivered
by Chief Executive. We all firmly believe that there will be fundamental
change to Lantau's functions and development potential as Lantau will
become an essential connecting point for journeys to and from Hong
Kong, Zhuhai and Macao.
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1.1 Background of Lantau

Being the largest island in Hong Kong (147 sq.km), Lantau consists of
a large piece of country parks area featuring the unique ecology and
forestry. There are a number of scattered fish villages in the past, where
the local villagers live a simple and peaceful lifestyle. Today, these
local communities are mainly located along Tai O and Mui Wo. There
are around 5,500 villagers living in the unique Chinese stilt-house
community in Tai O (Hong Kong Tourism Board, 2011). The natural
areas and villages showcase the green and cultural faces of Hong
Kong.
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To support further economic growth, the north-western coast of Lantau
was gradually developed since the 1990s. The Hong Kong Airport
Core Programme initiated a series of infrastructure projects along the
construction of Hong Kong International Airport. New roads were built
(the Lantau Link, North Lantau Expressway, Route 3 – Kwai Chung
and Tsing Yi Sections); a new railway line was constructed (the Airport
Express and Tung Chung Line); and the North Lantau New Town was
planned (Tung Chung and Tai Ho). These projects not only polish the
connectivity and accessibility of Lantau, but they also create new
opportunities for housing, jobs and tourism.

Today, the North Lantau New Town has already completed several
phases of development, catering a population of more than 80,000. It
is expected that a number of new hotels, public and private housing
estates and would be constructed in future and the population will meet
100,000 in 2019 (C&SD, 2010). As the Ngong Ping Cable Car Terminal
and a public transport interchange are located next to the MTR station,
Tung Chung can be considered as the major transport hub for tourists
and residents to travel across the city and nature.
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1.2 Tourism Opportunities

In the past, Lantau was easily perceived as a relatively remote
island in Hong Kong, mainly because of its location and its
accessibility through transportation. Interestingly, once a demerit
of Lantau, location has transformed from devil to angel for Lantau.
Lantau is strategically important for tourism, with its existing Hong
Kong International Airport and the future construction of the third
runway, Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge and Tuen Mun-Chek
Lap Kok Link. After the completion of these infrastructures, Lantau
will simply transform from the western-end of Hong Kong, to the
strategic centre of Pearl River Delta Region, one of the most
vibrant economic zones in China, Asia Pacific, and even the World.
Lantau is no longer expected to serve only the 7million citizens in
Hong Kong, but all the members in Pearl River Delta and all the
potential tourists visiting this region.
From a location point of view, Lantau would be the very first
destination in Hong Kong for International and Chinese visitors
because of its proximity to both the Hong Kong International
Airport and the cross-boundary infrastructures. With the
considerable growth in visitors to Hong Kong, Lantau will become
the most important spot for tourist to experience Hong Kong, no
matter on what purpose they visit.
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The Hong Kong Disneyland and Ngong Ping 360 have already
attracted a myriad of international tourists since their inauguration.
Yet, it is also necessary to develop new attraction nodes to sustain
the growth in tourism, as the number of tourist visiting Lantau is
expected to boost. The supporting infrastructure and services
in Lantau (e.g. the provision of hotel rooms, shopping malls)
should be strengthened as well. This development would assist
in transforming Lantau into the Gateway of a world-class tourism
destination.

Distribution of Hotel Stock by District, Q1/2012
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1.3 Site Analysis

Land use

Lantau consists of a large piece of Country Park area and
Conservation areas, which celebrates a diversified habitat. Due
to the topological and mountainous constraints of the island,
the developed areas (e.g. Tung Chung and Discovery Bay) are
mainly located at the flat land along the seaside and waterfront.
They are separated from the Country Park by various transitional
zonings such as "Conservation Area" ("CA") "Coastal Protection
Area" ("CPA") and "Green Belt" ("GB") under the current statutory
planning system.

Nodal

There is a number of existing activity nodes widespreading in
Lantau. A number of major nodes are located in North Lantau,
which includes Tung Chung, Hong Kong International Airport and
Asia World Expo. Hong Kong Disneyland is another important
node located in East Lantau. Other minor nodes are scattered
along the island, including Cheung Sha, Mui Wo, Tai O, Discovery
Bay and Ngong Ping etc.
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Population

Nearly 80% of the population in Lantau is located in the North
Lantau New Town (Tung Chung and Tai Ho). The population of
the new town will rise from about 80,000 to nearly 220,000 as
estimated under the Tung Chung New Town Extension Study (2013)
in long term.
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Transportation

Lantau is connected to other areas of Hong Kong by roads and
railway with the North Lantau Highway and the Lantau Link as
land-transport means. Water-transport such as ferry is another
alternative to travel outside the island. The proposed Hong KongZhuhai-Macao Bridge and Tuen Mun-Chek Lap Kok Link will
broaden its land-transport linkage to the western New Territories
as well as the Pearl River Delta region.
For intra-island transportation, there are bus services riding along
Tung Chung Road and South Lantau Road to Mui Wo, Tai O and
Discovery Bay. The Ngong Ping 360 connects Tung Chung to
Ngong Ping Village and the Big Buddha. There is also a number
of cycling tracks and hiking trails crossing the island. For watertransport, ferry services are provided to connect different nodes of
Lantau together.
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Shoreline

Lantau, as the largest island in Hong Kong, has a very long
shoreline. The north-coast and south-coast of Lantau feel like
two completely different places. The North Shoreline consists
of a number of highly developed spots (Tung Chung and Sunny
Bay) and there is a conserved area of Chinese White Dolphins.
The South shoreline is renowned of its less-developed natural
landscape including a number of beaches. The Cheung Sha Beach
and Tong Fuk Beach located at the south-coast provide an ideal
destinations for vacation and water-sports.
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1.4 SWOT Analysis

The analysis below (SWOT) unveils the development potential and
constraints of Lantau, which assists in the formulation of our vision
and objectives of the project.

Strengths

Existence of Natural Landscape and Ecology;
Existence of Hiking Trails attract hikers and promote ecotourism;
Disneyland Theme Park attracts international visitors;
Asia World-Expo as an international venue for MICE (Meeting,
Incentives, Conference, Exhibition);
High accessibility to the urban areas in Hong Kong and
Kowloon by highways, MTR and bus;
Tung Chung as a new town provide housing and job
opportunities for the local population; Shopping (Citygate
Outlets), Transport Interchange; and
Hong Kong International Airport.

Weaknesses

Limited Sight-seeing spots and activities nodes;
Activity nodes scattered and isolated;
Monotonic shopping expereince in Lantau (Lack of small local
shops);
Insufficient entertainment and vacation attractions in Lantau
(Playing, Eating and Drinking);
Apparent/Psychological disadvantages (Lantau’s remoteness
in perception);
Currently for one-day trip only, not inviting re-visits:
Lack of overnight activities
Lack of different style of accommodations
(hotels, youth hostel, camping site)
Apparently inconvenient;
Limited choices of Food and Beverage;
Lack of an eye-catching landmark in Lantau;
Lack of exciting events and festivals; and
Topography constraint in development.
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Opportunities

Closer linkage with the GPRD region (in terms of land and air
transport);
New infrastructure and public works programme:
Such as Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge
Expansion of airport (Construction of the Third Runway)
increase the number of international visitors and freight;
Existence of a long coastline provide different opportunities
to create a vibrant waterfront (e.g. beach, promenade, cycling
tracks);
Large piece of undeveloped land ;
Expansion of Hong Kong Disneyland create new attractions for
tourists;
Various interfaces between city and nature:
Discovery Bay
Tung Chung
Tai O
Mui Wo
Cheung Sha
Marine Park; and
New mode of tourism, new tourism trends and needs.
Synergetic effect with Macao and China.

Threats

Slow processes of development of Lantau;
Different Priorities of development, which require better
planning of development phases;
Segmented and uncoordinated plans (e.g. Disneyland is
isolated and incompatible with other parts of Lantau);
Tight Regulations by Country Park Ordinance and Building
height/density restriction;
Commercialism of Lantau may wipe out the unique character of
Lantau;
Fierce competition with the PRD region due to its fast growth;
Poor connectivity within Lantau:
Tung Chung Road is not opened
Discovery Bay – car-free zone
Fragmented road network
Limited transport mode
Difficulty in changing people’s perception towards Lantau as an
isolated island; and
Lack of diversified accommodations to support the growth in
Lantau.
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1.5 Vision and objectives

Vision

Objectives

Craft a new gateway of Hong Kong through appreciating the
interaction between city and nature

To develop different modes of tourism which creates new
opportunities for vacation and entertainment industries as well
as conserving the natural landscape;
To create a connected network of attractions through the
establishment of new activity nodes and transport projects;
To attract local and overseas investment through the provision
of development opportunities;
To celebrate the identity and memory of Lantau through
preserving the historical and cultural heritage; and
To address the need of society through providing job
opportunities, quality housing and community facilities for the
increasing population under different social classes in long
term.
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Chapter 2 Improvement Proposal
2.1 Target Tourism Group

To further promote tourism in Lantau, vacation and entertainment
industries should be considered as the key services and industry
for different types of tourists. Three major modes of tourism are
identified as below:

Leisure and Vacation Tourism

It refers to travelling for leisure and recreational purposes (WTO,
2012). This type of tourist would look for destination with world
class entertainment venues, such as amusement parks, casinos,
shopping malls, beaches, music venues and theatres. They would
also like to experience different culture, customs, festivals, events,
food and beverages.

Business Travel

It refers to traveling for business and meeting purposes. Business
travelers will seek for high-quality MICE (Meeting, Incentives,
Conferencing, Exhibition) Evenues for exhibition and conferences.
This would require a well-supporting servicing industry as well as
high-quality accommodations and transportation connection.

Ecotourism

Ecotourism refers to traveling to the natural reserve areas that
have certain ecological and cultural values. It focuses on educating
the traveler on conservation, as well as protecting the natural and
cultural heritage, and foster respect for different cultures.
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2.2 Design Concept

Waterful island in a Nutshell
水·島·人

Water is the universal element to human. We are experiencing
water every day. Water is also a dynamic and evolutionary
substance. Its evolution depends on how human treasure or
destroy water. Water could be wasted due to water pollution, global
warming and reclamation. Yet, water could also be conserved
through protecting the natural habitat, species and resources. The
interaction between human and water rely on how we utilize the
unique human-water interface.
In terms of spatial planning, this interface refers to the
infrastructure and functions that allow human to utilize water. Piers,
Cruise Terminal and Cargo terminal are located next to water for
transportation and logistics; Commercial buildings, shopping malls
and offices are located along the waterfront for a fascinating work
environment; Waterfront promenade and parks provide a relaxing
place for leisure activities; Homes are built along the seafront,
or even stilted on the water for people to enjoy a peaceful living
environment.
Lantau, surrounded by water, has high potential to develop
different human-water interface. The major design concept of our
proposal is to create multiple dynamic human-water interfaces
in order to reconnect human to water and nature. This will allow
tourists to experience the waterful face of Hong Kong apart from
the cosmopolitan face. Visit Lantau. Visit the waterful island of
Hong Kong in a nutshell.
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Improved Transportation Network To meet the future development of Lantau, it is imperative to
improve the connectivity and accessibility of the island. Therefore,
in Lantau

new roads could be constructed to connect Tung Chung to Tai
O and Mui Wo in order to create a highly linked road system.
They would reduce the travelling time for buses and vehicles,
and strengthen the role of Mui Wo as the future transport hub.
Depending on the future demand of transport, the government
should also look into the possibility of developing the 2nd Lantau
Link, which connects Eastern Lantau to the Western Hong Kong
Island in long term. This 2nd Lantau Link can also link up Lantau
with the newly proposed artificial island in central water as well as
Hong Kong Island.
Concer ning cycling in Lantau, we propose to create a
comprehensive cycling track around the island. The tracks would
be available to bicycles and electric bikes. The e-bikes would be
a low carbon means of transport as it utilizes the environmentalfriendly rechargeable battery. Solar-panel charging stations could
be installed along the cycling tracks.
For water transport, it is suggested to increase the ferry services in
Lantau as an additional transportation choice for visitors to travel
around the island and other parts of Hong Kong. A number of new
routes are proposed, connecting Mui Wo, Discovery Bay, Cheung
Chau and Hong Kong Disneyland to Central and other destinations
in Lantau.
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2.3 The Masterplan

The concept of waterful interface would be adopted in the
Masterplan in the place-making process. Four major improvement
zones in Lantau are identified in which each of them would
facilitate the interaction between human, water and nature.
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North Lantau 海天·北地

Tung Chung, Hong Kong International
Airport and Asia World Expo

East Lantau 水舞·東灣

New Landmark (the Dancing Waterfall), Discovery Bay
and Hong Kong Disney Water World in Sunny Bay

South Lantau 海岸·南沙

Mui Wo, Cheung Sha and Tong Fuk

West Lantau 水鄉·西瀛
Tai O and Ngong Ping
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2.4 Development Phases

The improvement proposal would require up to two decades
to complete, and we also anticipate potential refinements and
amendments of plans in the process. Therefore, two development
phases are suggested in short term (5-10 years) and long term
(10-20 years) time.
North Lantau and West Lantau will be prioritized to be improved as
the places like Tung Chung, Asia World Expo, Ngong Ping and Tai
O are already well developed. They would continue to be the key
nodes upon the completion of Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge
in 2016. In addition, possibility of developing a new landmark
(The Dancing Waterfall) in Eastern Lantau should be given higher
priority to increase the attractiveness of Lantau.
The development of South Lantau would require a longer
period of time due to its limited accessibility and development
constraints. It may also require to conduct a detailed study
and conservation survey, as well as going through certain
administrative and statutory procedure under the Town Planning
Ordinance and Country Park Ordinance (Planning Department,
2012). Similarly, the construction of Hong Kong Disney Water
World may require land reclamation in Sunny Bay. Reclamation is
always a controversial issue in Hong Kong. As such, this proposed
development should be further investigated in long term as it is
required to conduct Environmental Impact Assessment and other
public consultation exercises. For the proposed road between
Eastern Lantau and Western Hong Kong Island, it has to be
synchronize with the completion of proposed artificial island(s) in
central water. All these relatively long term proposals could take up
to 10-20 years or even more to complete.
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5-10 Years

New Landmark (The Dancing Waterfall)
Tung Chung Waterfront Plan
Asia World Expo and the Gateway Improvement Plan
Tai O Conservation


10-20 Years

Hong Kong Disney Water World
Cheung Sha and Tong Fuk Beach Resort (Little
Pataya)
Mui Wo Ferry Pier Improvement Plan
Construction of New Roads (Tung Chung to Mui Wo)
Construction of New Roads (Tung Chung to Tai O)
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2.5 Site Improvement Plan

North Lantau 海天·北地 Tung Chung, Hong Kong International Airport and Hong KongZhuhai-Macao Bridge's Boundary Crossing Facility
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“The Waterwalker”
“The Greenwalker”

Currently, Tung Chung is the key node of Lantau, functioning as
the major transport hub, residential area and shopping center in
the island. Yet, it would need further improvement to accommodate
the new demand in future. The potential growth of tourists upon
the completion of Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge and the
Hong Kong International Airport Third Runway would require the
construction of new hotels and other catering facilities to support
different types of visitors. Furthermore, with the construction of
the new public housing estates in northern Tung Chung, it is also
necessary to build new infrastructure such as park, sports facilities
and community center for the rising population.
We suggest beautifying the existing waterfront promenade in
northern Tung Chung as it is currently underutilized, dysfunctional
and inaccessible. The new promenade “the Waterwalker” would
provide a pleasant and comfortable walking environment for both
the residents and visitors to enjoy. The design of the boardwalk
would include certain green and water elements through
landscaping technique. A new park “the Greenwalker” would be
constructed next to the promenade, and it will serve as a green
connector, chaining the existing green areas in North Lantau. This
could improve the walkability and accessibility to the promenade.
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The Athletics Paradise

In addition, there would be a brand new sports complex “the
Athletics Paradise” in the area to cater for the population growth.
The complex would be multi-functional, providing world-class
sports venues for international sports events as well as serving
the local community. It could be converted into community hall and
exhibition venues if there is a specific need. The complex would
create a synergetic effect with the Asia-World Expo and Hong
Kong International Airport that attract global events, festivals and
further investment.

Linkage between Lantau, Hong
Kong International Airport and
HKZMB’s Boundar y Crossing
Facility

In the present, the value of Lantau, being in the proximity of Hong
Kong International Airport, has not been fully utilized. By 2018,
as Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge operates, the potential
bridgehead economy would be even larger and we must make
endeavors to enhance the linkage between Lantau and these
infrastructures.
As proposed in Policy Address 2014, the possibility of making use
of the underground space of HKZMB’s Boundary Crossing Facility
as retail centre will be looked into. In this scenario, we should
promote the synergy between the retail activities in both Tung
Chung and HKZMB’s Boundary Crossing Facility. This could be
achieved by providing free shuttle services between Tung Chung
and HKZMB’s Boundary Crossing Facility’s underground retail city.
To further enhance the “bridgehead” or “first-stop in Hong Kong”
image of Lantau in Hong Kong, extensive promotion must be done
in both the Hong Kong International Airport and HKZMB to better
guide our tourists.
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East Lantau 水舞·東灣

New Landmark (The Dancing Waterfall) 1 , Discovery Bay and
Hong Kong Disneyland Water World in Sunny Bay 2

1
2
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The Dancing Waterfall

There is a lack of eye-catching landmark that represents the
unique characteristics of Lantau currently. It is difficult to draw the
attention from visitors to indicate that they have arrived Lantau.
Because of this reason, a new landmark “the Dancing Waterfall” is
designated to locate at the entrance of Lantau Island at Ng Kwu
Leng, adjacent to the Lantau Link. As learnt from the successful
landmark from Hollywood, the words of “Lantau” would be installed
next to the waterfall. It would demonstrate a Gateway effect,
reminding the tourists that Lantau is right in front once they pass
the words.
Instead of a static landmark, “the Dancing Waterfall” is an artificial
waterfall that depicts the dynamic interfaces between human,
water and nature. The waterfall is also environmentally friendly that
celebrates low carbon development. It is designated to be a selfsustained structure which is operated by solar power panels, thus
zero carbon emission. Moreover, the water in the waterfall would
not be wasted as they would be reused. The landmark would be
dancing in Lantau, signifying the vibrant and harmonized settings
of the island.
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Hong Kong Disney Water World

As suggested by Lantau Development Task Force (2004), there are
potential to develop another theme park in Lantau. Despite Hong
Kong Disneyland is operating well and has expansion projects
going-on, it is still necessary to inject new elements to attract new
visitors and inviting re-visit. In light of this, we propose to develop
another theme park at Eastern Lantau, considering Sunny Bay as
one of the potential sites.
Currently, there is no renowned water-sport theme park in Hong
Kong. Therefore, we proposed to introduce a “Disney Water World”
into Eastern Lantau. “Disney Water World” would offer a unique
experience to local and international visitors. Tourists could enjoy
a magical and wonderful journey with the brand new water sports/
games and features which are unique in Hong Kong. In addition,
Eastern Lantau is already well connected by railway, close to the
existing Disneyland and more importantly, adjacent to the sea. It
is highly justified to develop an amusement park with a theme of
water, and operated by an experienced theme park operator.
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South Lantau 海岸·南沙 Mui Wo, Cheung Sha and Tong Fuk
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Mui Wo Ferry Pier Improvement

Mui Wo is the waterful entrance to Lantau through the
connection of ferry services to Central. To accommodate the
future development of South Lantau, New ferry routes would be
established which connects Mui Wo to other parts of the island.
In addition, a new road will be constructed from Mui Wo to Tung
Chung, which better connects North Lantau and South Lantau.
Improving accessibility to South Lantau is the key to its future
development.
As Mui Wo would become an important transportation hub in
future, it is suggested to beautify and expand the existing Ferry
Pier, which lacks attractiveness and vibrancy. This will include
certain greening and landscaping projects along the pier to
create a comfortable human-water-nature interface for visitors.
A shopping corridor (mostly for small and local business) would
be established which create new job opportunities for the local
villagers. Different types of accommodations like hotels and hostels
would also be constructed in low density, to provide a variety of
choices to different tourists (leisure, business and ecotourism).
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Little Pataya

Cheung Sha Beach and Tong Fuk Beach are two of the most
peaceful human-water-nature interfaces in Hong Kong, which
could be the ideal destination for lovers of ecotourism. Yet, they
are unattractive due to poor accessibility and the lack of auxiliary
services nearby. Therefore, it is proposed to establish a series of
Resort and Spa Centre (“Little Pataya”) along Cheung Sha and
Tong Fuk.
Similar to Pataya in Thailand, the “Little Pataya” would be a quiet,
relaxing and comfortable location for vacation. It would provide
high-quality seaside accommodations in low rise and low density,
which allows the tourists to enjoy the stunning view of the beach. In
the summer sunny day, visitors and tourists could enjoy a number
of outdoor activities and water sports such as swimming, diving
and sun bathing. Even in winter and rainy days, there are certain
indoor and all-season activities like Spa, camping and adventure
games. Different hiking trails are also located nearby which allow
eco-tourists to explore the mountains in Lantau.
Tourists no longer need to travel to the renowned places for
sunshine and beach like Thailand and Philippines; they can visit
“Little Pataya” to search for new vacation and entertainment
experience in Cheung Sha and Tong Fuk, the cleanest and most
beautiful beaches in Hong Kong.
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West Lantau 水鄉·西瀛

Tai O and Ngong Ping
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Tai O

Tai O has been hailed as the Venice of Orient for long, it retains
Hong Kong's indigenous heritage, combining native rural charm
with a contemporary twist. The “pang uks”, a kind of stilt house,
built right over the waterway is the unique asset of Tai O. It is also
renowned for its traditional salted fish and shrimp paste. Tourists
are welcomed to ride on the boats of the local residents with a
small fee, and they can travel along the peaceful waterways and
take specific trips to see Chinese White Dolphins. There are also
festival events like the “Dragon Boat Deities' Parade”, which is a
distinctive cultural heritage.
Consider the geographical and historical resources, it is suggested
to further promote conservation in areas of high ecological value,
as well as to protect the cultural heritage, rural character(such as
the undisturbed woodlands, streams, wetlands, and mangrove)
and landscape resources in Tai O. For the conservation of cultural
heritage, the Tai O Heritage Hotel is a good example in revitalizing
the old British Police Station into a rising icon for its valued guest.
With the success of Tai O Heritage Hotel, it is proposed to create
an art corridor along the “pang uks”, which the creative artists will
be allowed to showcase their masterpieces and artworks in the
historical Tai O. It will be an interesting “crossover” between local
history, culture and art. Tai O would be the wonderland for leisure
travelers, lovers of heritage and ecotourism.
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Ngong Ping

Ngong Ping is currently one of the major tourist destinations in
Lantau. The Big Buddha Statue, Po Lin Monastery and Ngong
Ping Village, together with the scenic landscape, temples and
village, have successfully attracted visitors from all over the world
to experience its unique ambience. The accessibility of Ngong
Ping has been greatly enhanced since the operation of Ngong
Ping 360 in 2006. Ngong Ping 360 not only provide a faster means
of transport connecting Tung Chung, but the cable car itself is
also an important tourism attraction offering spectacular view and
experience to visitors.
Ngong Ping, as an established tourism attraction, would be
complementary with other major tourist attractions in Lantau.
The prevailing design of a tourist corridor in Ngong Ping which
separate commercial activities from the religious core through
appropriate buffers such as cultural, education and garden use
should be maintained. The width of the major pedestrian pathway
should be at least 6m, offering a safe and comfortable environment
for tourists (Town Planning Board, 2006).
Currently, Ngong Ping is mainly available for daytime activities only.
Ngong Ping 360 will not operate after 6:00pm in weekdays and
6:30pm in weekends and public holidays. Regarding the lack of
nighttime activities, stargazing areas could be introduced. Ngong
Ping is an ideal place for stargazing thanks to its remote location in
the countryside, and with minimal light pollution. It is recommended
to investigate the potential of developing a stargazing resource
centre in Ngong Ping (possibly through converting the use of other
education centre and shops in daytime). It could offer an additional
attraction for visitors in Lantau during nighttime and thus inviting
overnight tourists in Lantau.
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Chapter 3 Cost-Benefit Analysis
A Cost-Benefit Analysis is conducted as a systematic process for
evaluating the potential benefits and costs of the abovementioned
design ideas in Lantau. The analysis could provide justification on
whether the improvement plans are feasible, cost-effective and
sustainable, as well as beneficial to the key stakeholders in long
run.

3.1 List of Key Stakeholders

Public Sector

Government departments (e.g. Planning Department, Lands
Department, Transport Department, Environmental Protection
Department)
Urban Planners and Architects
Town Planning Board
Hong Kong Tourism Board
Quasi-government organizations
Island District Council

Private Sector

Hong Kong Disneyland
Ngong Ping 360
NGOS and Think Tank (Hong Kong Strategy, HK Golden50)
Scholars and Academic Institutions
Green Groups and Environmental Consultant
Local Residents in Lantau
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3.2 Potential Costs and Benefits

Cost
Tangible

Construction of new infrastructure - hotels, resorts, landmarks
and Disney Water World
Maintenance and Renovation
Reclamation cost
Paid income to workers
Research and Development

Intangible

Damage the existing natural habitat
Air pollution
Noise/Air pollution during construction
Social Cost: create segregation to the local community
(especially the local villages)
Time cost due to lengthy administrative and institutional process

Benefit
Tangible

Increase the GDP
Increasing international tourism receipts
Increasing tourism revenue
Increasing income and revenue for the servicing industries
associated with tourism: transportation services, such as
airlines, cruise ships and taxicabs; hospitality services,
such as accommodations, including hotels and resorts; and
entertainment venues, such as amusement parks, shopping
malls and theatres.
Create new job opportunities throughout the development
process
Attract investment, conglomerate people, provide limitless
business opportunities

Intangible

Assist in Branding Hong Kong’s position into an Asian World City
Heritage conservation in Tai O
Improved living environment In Tung Chung
Provide sufficient leisure and community facilities to Tung Chung
Better Greening and Landscaping through careful urban
planning
Stimulate Social interaction and preserve the local identity,
culture and customs
Ecotourism allows minimal intervention to the natural habitat
while promoting environmental education
Sustainable development
Improved livability
Improved Walkability, Connectivity and Accessibility in Lantau
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3.3 The need for Lantau Development

The above analysis depicts that there are a number of potential
cost and benefit in the improvement proposal. However,
concerning the issue of land supply, changes in demography, the
completion of major infrastructure (like the Third Runway of Hong
Kong International Airport, Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge and
Tuen Mun–Chek Lap Kok Link) as well as fierce competition with
neighbouring city (like Singapore and Shenzhen), the direction of
Lantau development should be drafted in no time.
Our vision is to transform Lantau into the world-class gateway to
experience city and nature in Hong Kong. The project would not
only be beneficial to the tourism industry and its related servicing,
vacation and entertainment industry, but the local community,
cultural heritage as well as the natural environment would also be
carefully sustained and conserved. The potential benefits of the
improvement plans are enormous, and could possibly outweigh
the initial costs and investments. It is highly anticipated that our
proposal could lead to a multiplying and synergetic effect when
the construction of major infrastructure are completed in the near
future.
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Chapter 4 Day and Night in Lantau

Day 1

Itinerary 1: Leisure and Vacation Tourism – Lantau in a Nutshell

Morning

Shopping on Arrival at Hong Kong International Airport and
the Gateway
Take Ngong Ping 360 at Tung Chung

Afternoon

Lunch at Ngong Ping Village or Po Lin Monastery
Visit Big Buddha and Wisdom Path
Visit Tai O Fishing Village
Cruise trip in Tai O waterway

Evening

Dinner at Tai O Seafood restaurant
Stay overnight at Tai O Heritage Hotel

Day 2
Morning

Breakfast at Hotel
Sightseeing at Dancing Waterfall
Visit Hong Kong Disneyland

Afternoon

Lunch at Inspiration Lake
Visit Disney Water World

Evening

Dinner at Little Pataya
Spa and Massage in Little Pataya
Stay overnight at the resort

Day 3
Morning

Breakfast at Hotel
Enjoy water activities, swimming and the beach at Cheung
Sha

Afternoon

Shopping and Lunch at Citygate Outlets
Sightseeing at Tung Chung (visit the Waterwalker and
Greenwalker)

Evening

Departure from Hong Kong
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Day 1

Itinerary 2: Business Travel – The Magical MICE Journey

Morning

Arrive Hong Kong
Breakfast at Airport World Trade Centre Club
Team Building Activity and Exhibition in Asia World Expo

Afternoon

Take Ngong Ping 360 at Tung Chung
Lunch at Ngong Ping Garden Restaurant
Business seminars at 360 Court

Evening

Dinner at Sky Terrace, Airport World Trade Center Centre
Club
Night walk at the Waterwalker and Greenwalker at Tung
Chung
Stay overnight at the hotel in Tung Chung

Day 2
Morning

Breakfast at Hotel
Conference at Disneyland Conference Room
Visit Dancing Waterfall

Afternoon

Lunch at Discovery Bay
Function or Golf at Club Siena at Discovery Bay

Evening

Departure from Hong Kong
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Day 1

Itinerary 3: Ecotourism – Cultural and Wild Odyssey

Morning

Arrive Hong Kong International Airport
Take Ngong Ping 360 at Tung Chung

Afternoon

Lunch at Ngong Ping Village or Po Lin Monastery
Visit Big Buddha and Wisdom Path
Hiking across Lantau North Country Park to Tai O

Evening

Dinner at Tai O Fishing Village
Stay overnight at Tai O Heritage Hotel

Day 2
Morning

Breakfast at hotel
Chinese White Dolphins Tour – Ride boats from Tai O
Hiking to Little Pataya

Afternoon

Lunch at Little Pataya
Enjoy water activities, swimming and the beach at Tong Fuk

Evening

Spa and Massage in Little Pataya
Stargazing in Ngong Ping
Stay overnight at the resort/hotel

Day 3
Morning

Breakfast at hotel
Sightseeing at Mui Wo

Afternoon

Lunch at Hong Kong Disneyland
Visit Inspiration Lake and Disney Water World
Visit Dancing Waterfall
Hiking to Tung Chung

Evening

Dinner and Sightseeing at Tung Chung
Visit the Waterwalker, Greenwalker and Athletics Paradise
Departure from Hong Kong
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
It is beyond doubt that Lantau is enjoying the most strategic
location in Pearl River Delta region, being the centre of it and
be connected by multi cross-boundary infrastructures. However,
it does not guarantee its success as it is just like an unpolished
gem. Without proper and timely planning and implementation,
Lantau will just be marching on the spot. Therefore, endeavors
must be made to make sure Lantau becoming a polished gem as
a renowned gateway to experience city and nature in Hong Kong.
It would be the destination which celebrates unspoiled nature,
hidden treasures, cultural heritage, world-class MICE facilities
and amazing attractions in a nutshell. Our proposal would not only
dignify Lantau as a vacation and entertainment hub, but we also
consider the long-term sustainability of the island. As the additional
infrastructures of Lantau are approaching their completion dates,
we hope that our proposal would offer new insights in the planning
and place-making process of the island.
Lantau, be the Gateway to City and Nature; be the Dreamland to
Vacation and Entertainment; and be the Window to Hong Kong
Experience.
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